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The Triplett TVR10G Pro LAN Network Tester will test all your LAN devices and cabling up  
to the 10000 (10GB) Base-T standard. The Main unit performs the bulk of the tests such as 
determining the LAN device type, the LAN speed and duplex (10, 100, 1000, 10000 MB/s, half 
or full duplex) and whether PoE is present without the need of the Remote Probe. The Remote 
Probe adds the ability to trace cable locations (by audibly tracing tones cables with all four  
pairs to insure compatibility with all types of Base-T LANs. The TVR10G Pro helps you locate 
faulty hubs, PCs or cable connections that are stopping or limiting the performance of your 
network. You can even go inline between two LAN devices and determine the final negotiated 
speed and duplex of the link. Designed for both the LAN installer and repair person, it is useful 
documenting legacy LANs, installing and repairing LANs or adding equipment to existing LANs. 
Complete with (2) 9V batteries, (2) RJ45 cables, RJ45 to coax adapter and case.

Our CS-TK00 Universal BNC Compression Tool Kit is perfect for security installers and maintenance.  
This Kit includes a crimper and wire cutter, BNC Connectors (20pcs. 302-00CSTP) and a Cable Tester:  
Terminates BNC, RCA, and F Compression Connectors. Terminates compression connectors from virtually all 
connector suppliers. The 302-00CSTP 75 OHM Male BNC Compression Connector is both high quality and 
unique. The compression seal design was created to develop a line of products that would be used by the 
installer of CATV, IP CCTV, and Home Theater Systems, using one assembly procedure and one crimp tool  
for F, RCA and BNC connectors. This connector will cost more but there will never be a service call as a result 
of this connector. Produces a cable retention that is far superior to any and all connector designs.

The GET-CS00 is a Universal Crimp tool that terminates BNC, RCA and F compression connectors from 
virtually all connector suppliers, eliminates the need to carry multiple tools. Once the connector is properly 
installed, it cannot be pulled off --ever! 

The CTX200 Cable Tester is the perfect tester for any toolbox. Perform a TIA568 test on CAT5/6 network  
cable (RJ45) with instant PASS/FAIL results with this tester. Ruggedized and cushioned for toolbox use with  
a hidden drawer for remote storage.

The Triplett POE-1TR Passive IP Extender Over Coax is a low cost, easy and speedy solution 
to allow you to use existing coax cable to send IP camera signal. Used in pairs with your 
RG59/6U cable to exceed the IEEE 802.3 10/100BaseT specification. It is passive so no power 
is required, it is terminated with both RJ45 and BNC connections and supports 10/100Mbps 
transmission rate.
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